2022 Fall Symposium: Hate Crimes

Date Oct.25, 2022

Date & Time: Tuesday, October 25, 2022
Location: On Line “Zoom”, In person: Bergami Hall – Peterson Auditorium Room #307, University of New
Haven, West Haven, CT. (seating limited to first 100 to register)
Instructors: Dr. Henry C. Lee, FBI S.A. Ron Offut, Hate Crime Commission Rep., Investigators and
Institute faculty
Tuition: No Charge
This special symposium/webinar will be held on October 25, 2022, 8:00 am – 3:30 pm, organized by the
Henry C. Lee Institute of Forensic Science at the University of New Haven. The Symposium is supported

by DOJ Grant # 15BJA-22-GG-00202-BRND.”
Today, Investigations have challenged the Police and Forensic Community to leverage the ability to
analyze evidence with more detail than ever. At the same time, “Hate Crimes” present a special set of
investigative requirements. With the advancement in technology, criminal activities have accelerated at a
rapid pace with the classification of crimes have changed to be inclusive of acts that go beyond
harassment and vandalism. “Hate Crimes” not only results in negative actions but have an effect on our
entire society attacking at the moral and constitutional structures of our lives. Many major cases that have
taken place throughout this country have remained unsolved. Dr. Henry C. Lee and the staff of the Henry
C. Lee Institute of Forensic Science, the Federal Bureau of Investigation and our Community Leaders will
discuss “Hate Crimes” and how they can be investigated in an effort to provide a better understanding of

what took place and how new forensic techniques could lead to the eventual suspect. However, the good
news is proper investigative techniques and the forensic analysis of physical evidence is ever expanding
as new technologies come on board. Following Locard’s exchange principle, in the case of “Hate Crimes”,
trails also, there is always an exchange of all types of physical evidence.
WHO SHOULD ATTEND: Everyone. This webinar will be particularly interesting to those trying to better
understand what took place and how new scientific techniques and information my lead investigators to
and eventual suspect.
WHERE YOU CAN ATTEND: Symposium will be held as a webinar (Zoom) where anyone can participate
in all time zones. Links will be provided prior to the seminar through the Eventbrite registration platform.
WEBINAR GOALS: This webinar is designed to immerse you in investigative, community actions, crime
scene process and forensic evidence analysis. It consists of Keynote presentations and Panel
discussions with Community leaders, senior Investigators, and scientist from the Henry C. Lee Institute of
Forensic Science. Specific topics will be the investigative techniques, crime scene, evidence collected,
Trace Transfer Evidence, DNA Analysis, and possible future considerations for emerging technologies.
Upon return of program evaluation, Certificates of attendance will be provided to registered
attendees.
Questions may be directed to the Henry C. Lee Institute of Forensic Science, (203) 932-7460.
Event Flyer (PDF)
REGISTER

Upcoming Events:
Spring 2023 – Workshop #1 - The Investigation of Police
Involved Shootings
Spring 2023 – Computer Crimes Symposium
Summer 2023 – Forensic Science for Attorneys
Summer 2023 – Forensic Science for Educators – Its
Application for Your Students
Summer 2023 – Workshop #2 - The Investigation of Police
Involved Shootings

Fall 2023 – Workshop #3 - The Investigation of Police Involved
Shootings
Find Us On Facebook
Our Ties to the University of New Haven
Dr. Lee has been a member of the faculty at the University of New Haven since 1975 and helped
establish one of the foremost academic forensic programs in the world. The University and its students
are world-renowned in this field. You can visit www.newhaven.edu to find out more about undergraduate
and graduate study in the University of New Haven’s Henry C. Lee College of Criminal Justice and
Forensic Sciences.
The Henry C. Lee Institute of Forensic Science is housed in a state-of-the-art building on the University of
New Haven campus. While we work hand-in-hand toward a common goal, it is important to note the Lee
Institute is a separate entity that works closely with the University.
Through training, consultation, research and a unique public learning center, the Institute’s goal is to
make the criminal justice system more effective. Toward that goal, we provide unique and effective
training programs and cutting edge resources to professionals in the law enforcement fields.

More About Dr. Lee
Dr. Henry C. Lee is the founding father of the Institute. The legendary investigator is known for finding the
tiniest clues. He has even solved a murder without a body. Find out more about the world-famous
investigator on https://www.facebook.com/DrHenryLee.

